Controversies
Research
Sustainalytics’ Controversies Research identifies companies

Key Features
Coverage

Access ratings and assessments for 20,000+ issuers
(global coverage or all major indexes)

Reporting

Download a stand-alone controversy report or
view controversies as part of the overall company
ESG Risk Ratings report

Approval by a Dedicated Committee

Proposals for and changes in assessments are
reviewed and approved by a dedicated committee
of senior representatives from the Research,
Product Management, and Quality Control teams

Outlook

Read analysts’ outlook of how the controversy is likely
to evolve in a 12 to 24-month period

Key Benefits
Identify Risk

Assess a company’s ESG risk exposure and identify
issues for engagement

Incident-Level Scoring

Better understand the impact and risk related to each
incident through incident-level scoring and analysis

Qualitative Analysis

Read in-depth qualitative analysis of controversies
and related events.

Expertise

Gain access to our dedicated team of product and
topic experts.

involved in incidents and events that may pose a business or
reputation risk to a company due to the potential impact on
stakeholders or the environment.
Based on the most up-to-date information from a wide range of reliable
international and local news and NGO sources, our Controversies Research
can be accessed by investors through Sustainalytics’ Global Access portal.
Our controversy assessments can be used stand-alone for screening or
engagement, or they can be used in conjunction with ESG Risk Rating to
better understand a company’s overall ESG performance and risk exposure.

Controversy Rating & Analysis
Controversies are rated on a scale from one to five with five
denoting controversies that have the most severe impact to
stakeholders and the environment, leading to business risks
to companies. This rating is accompanied by an in depth qualitative
assessment by the analyst. Each controversy rating also includes
an outlook, which indicates the direction of a future rating change
(positive, negative or neutral) within a two-year period based on
the company’s behavior and external circumstances.
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Overall Controversy Level
Based on our event level assessment of impact and risk as significant, the company has been assigned an overall controversy assessment of category 3.

Labour Relations
Significant

Outlook
Negative

Incidents
Headquarters

Locations: United States, North Carolina, USA, California,
USA, Maryland, USA, Iowa, USA, New York, NY, USA, Texas,
USA, Los Angeles, CA, USA, Pennsylvania, USA, San Francisco,
CA, USA, Minnesota, USA, Alaska, USA, United States
Tags: Discrimination & Harassment, Labour Relations

Delivery Options

The outlook for this event is negative. Sustainalytics believes there is relatively high potential for a
downgrade in the next 12 to 24 months because:

Distribu�on of Controversy Assessments

• Barrick has strong community consulta on mechanisms and opera on-level indigenous peoples

• In September 2016, the U.S. Department of Labor stated that it will begin a comprehensive review

of labour practices at Wells Fargo. The review was announced following requests from senior U.S.
politicians, indicating the public and political appetite for additional measures to be taken against
the bank for its fake account opening practices. Negative findings here could be a catalyst for
downgrade.

Online Client Platform
Online screening and• portfolio
tools via Global Access.
The class action lawsuits filed on behalf of employees, who allege they were wrongfully dismissed,
passed over for promotion or demoted for refusing to open fake accounts, represent a source of
significant reputational, legal and financial risk for the company.

Opera�ons Incidents

Community Rela ons Incidents

overtime and not compensating them properly. Two of the class action lawsuits are seeking a
combined USD 9.8 billion. The lawsuits followed a settlement with U.S. regulators and the City of Los
Angeles over allegations that employees of Wells Fargo created fake accounts on behalf of customers
in order to achieve higher bonuses and increase rates of cross‐selling. Additionally, the U.S.
Department of Labor stated that it will complete a comprehensive review of the complaints it has
received over recent years in light of the information revealed by the fake account controversy. Prior
to these concerns, Wells Fargo had faced lawsuits and in some cases was penalized or paid
settlements, for allegedly not paying deferred compensation and overtime and wrongfully dismissing
employees. In October 2016, the bank announced it created a new HR team designed to allow
employees who were terminated for failing to meet performance targets to re‐apply for available
positions. In December 2016, the bank agreed to pay 35 million to 500 black financial advisors who
accused it of discrimination, claiming that the bank failed to give them the same career opportunities
as their white colleagues.
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Onscreen & PDF Reports
• With extremely high media coverage of the company's recent fake account opening scandal, there
is a high risk that more current or former employees may come forward with allegations against the
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via Global Access.
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Update: NGO alleges that human rights abuses at North Mara con nue
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Mining Watch Canada and Rights and Accountability in Development (RAID) claimed that violence
ll
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persists near North Mara mine. The NGOs allegedly collected ﬁrst hand tes monies and other
evidence on 22 cases regarding unlawful violence and killings by mine security personnel and police
that occurred since 2014. The NGOs claim to have interviewed 21 women who suﬀered bea ngs or
were raped by security personnel and police at the mine, and 69 men who were beaten and suﬀered
severe injuries. The NGOs also claimed that many people who were injured at the mine failed to ﬁle a
formal complaint because they feared of reprisals or arrests and that medical staﬀ at clinics and
hospitals around the mine falsiﬁed records concerning the nature of injuries and wounds. Barrick Gold
has a 63.9% stake in the mine.

Update: Company response
Company website - 18 November 2015
Acacia Mining responded to Mining Watch and RAID’s report by clarifying the structure and
commitment of its grievance mechanism, which includes a dedicated 8 person team. The company
also encouraged the NGOs to come forward with speciﬁc evidence and cases of abuse as the
allega ons are general and do not reference speciﬁc cases into which the company could conduct an
inves ga on or provide remedy.

Wells Fargo is rated at Category 3 due the legal, reputational, regulatory and financial risks it faces
due to the multiple class action lawsuits against it and ongoing regulatory investigation by the U.S.
Department of Labor.
Impact
Risk
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Update: Mining Watch Canada cri cises grievance mechanisms
Mining Watch Canada - 17 November 2015
Mining Watch Canada and Rights and Accountability in Development (RAID) released the ﬁndings of a
Human Rights Assessment that the NGOs conducted at Acacia’s North Mara mine. The assessment
stated that villages around the mine are s ll suﬀering from violence and sexual assault by North Mara
security personnel. The assessment also found that the remedy program has been designed to deter
villagers from ﬁling grievances. Allega ons include: improper transla on of legal documents,
inconsistencies between verbal promises and wri en remedy contracts, and vic ms being tricked into
waiving their legal rights to take civil ac on against the company.
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